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ABSTRACT 

 

The use of optical fiber in field of computer science is a topic of latest research interest. The universe of computing is 

probably going to change quickly in not so distant future on supplanting the metal wiring between segments in 

customary PCs with quicker and more effective fiber-optic connections. Optical fiber has huge capacity to transport 

signals having considerably bigger data, over any longer separations at significantly higher speed than the copper 

wire connection can do. The guideline of working of optical fiber alongside the parameters influencing and 

advantages of optical fiber communication are introduced. Utilizations of optical fibers in the field of computer 

science including PC to PC communication, PC system, web and optical processing are secured. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The fiber optic innovation was enhanced for quicker transmission rates all through the 1980s. In 1990s, the advancement of 

optical enhancers with enhanced flag quality over separations and also wavelength-division multiplexing in optical fiber 

with no obstruction prompted an expansion popular for fiber optic systems. The optical fiber correspondence innovation 

has enhanced further to permit transmission of sound, picture, video, information and microwaves and so forth., all going 

along a similar fiber optics link without electromagnetic impedance from different sources. It has huge data transfer 

capacity, high flag security, add up to resistance to impedance and crosstalk, finish electrical segregation, low transmission 

misfortune, low influence utilization and novel ability to transport motions over long separations [1].  
 

As a result of its points of interest over electrical transmission, optical filaments have to a great extent supplanted copper 

wire correspondences in the created world to transmit phone flags particularly for long separation telephone calls, digital 

TV signals and furthermore in web correspondence. Fiber-optic correspondence framework has an extensive variety of 

utilizations in assortment of fields. PC, broadcast communications and additionally biomedical industry are critical 

recipients to this innovation. The utilization of optical fiber for different PC applications like interconnection between PC to 

PC, in PC organize, in web and additionally in optical processing are canvassed in this paper. Traditional PCs framework 

utilizes wires and links for different interconnection purposes. Wires and links have resistance and capacitance, which are 

corresponding to their length. For longer wire, more power must be used in beating its resistance and its RC time consistent 

likewise puts a central point of confinement on the most extreme information bit rate that can be transmitted. Fiber optics 

interconnection does not expend control as it conveys light rather than electric current.  
 

As the PC systems are getting unpredictable step by step, long separation interconnections utilizing optical strands is 

getting to be plainly mainstream as it has enormous capacity to transport signals having substantially bigger data, over any 

longer separations at significantly higher speed than the copper wire connection can do [2]. Web correspondence began 

with the dial-up association through phone links, at that point to broadband through the system of optical strands and 

furthermore to remote for versatile applications. Fiber optic innovation is the quickest and most solid web innovation in 

presence today and is less expensive than the remote innovation. Fiber optic correspondence has assumed a noteworthy part 

in making the web unrest around the globe. Today more than 33% of the world's human populace has utilized the web 

administrations. Email is a standout amongst the most prominent and viable interchanges benefit accessible on the web.  
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It is broadly utilized for interpersonal interaction through face book, twitter, and my space; and for cultivating business and 

business associations through LinkedIn. Be that as it may, the speed of normal web design in India is under 1 Megabit for 

each second (Mbps). As the web client showcase develops further, there will surely be an interest for fiber optics based 

rapid web designs the nation over to viably address clog issues. As of late, Google fiber came to Kerala, India with its ultra-

quick speed 1 Gigabit for every second (Gbps) association organize, which is just second to one introduced in Kansas, USA 

[3].  
 

With a speed of 1Gbps, any top quality adaptation film can be downloaded inside 30 seconds. It can give both the network 

access and the TV benefit all the while. Fiber-optic wide band is most basic in Japan, Korea and Sweden. Japan leads with 

68.5 percent entrance of fiber - optic connections, with South Korea firmly behind it at 62.8 percent, Sweden is in third 

place at 35.9 percent. The speediest development in new fiber associations has occurred in Mexico with a 290 percent 

expansion, firmly tailing it UK at 172 percent; Chile at 171 percent; New Zealand at 141 percent; Australia at 121 percent 

amid the year 2012 to 2013 [4]. European Commission and Japan have declared growing still higher speed 100 Gbps fiber 

optics line by joining new optical bundle exchanging innovation, optical handsets and other equipment with refreshed 

controlling programming, to take into account request of driven research ventures. 

 

 
Figure 1: Typical fiber optics communication system 

 

 

FIBER OPTIC CABLES 

 

A fiber-optic cable is made up of incredibly thin strands of glass or plastic known as optical fibers; one cable can have as 
few as two strands or as many as several hundred. Each strand is less than a tenth as thick as a human hair and can carry 

something like 25,000 telephone calls, so an entire fiber-optic cable can easily carry several million calls. Fiber-optic cables 

carry information between two places using entirely optical (light-based) technology. Suppose you wanted to send 

information from your computer to a friend's house down the street using fiber optics. You could hook your computer up to 

a laser, which would convert electrical information from the computer into a series of light pulses. Then you'd fire the laser 

down the fiber-optic cable. After traveling down the cable, the light beams would emerge at the other end. Your friend 

would need a photoelectric cell (light-detecting component) to turn the pulses of light back into electrical information his or 

her computer could understand. So the whole apparatus would be like a really neat, hi-tech version of the kind of telephone 

you can make out of two baked-bean cans and a length of string.  

 

Optical communication systems date back two centuries, to the "optical telegraph" that French engineer Claude Chappe 
invented in the 1790s. His system was a series of semaphores mounted on towers, Doctors Roth and Reuss, of Vienna, used 

bent glass rods to illuminate body cavities in 1888. French engineer Henry Saint-Rene designed a system of bent glass rods 

for guiding light images seven years later in an early attempt at television. In 1898, American David Smith applied for a 

patent on a dental illuminator using a curved glass rod. Where human operators relayed messages from one tower to the 

next, it beat hand-carried messages hands down, but by the mid-19th century was replaced by the electric telegraph, leaving 

a scattering of "Telegraph Hills" as its most visible legacy. The first non-experimental fiber-optic link was installed by the 

Dorset (UK) police in 1975. Two years later, the first live telephone traffic through fiber optics occurs in Long Beach, 

California. Fibre will dominate enterprise networks, just as it does in today’s public networks.  
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HOME APPLICATIONS OF FIBER OPTICS 

 

Although most specialists concur that later on, fiber will be introduced the distance from the phone organization focal office 

to the home, assessments differ generally with respect to when this will happen. Advancements in the United States and 

somewhere else are starting to recommend that it might happen sooner than regularly thought.  
 

The specialized advantages of Fiber ToThe Home (FTTH) incorporate its notable limit with regards to transmitting 

unfathomably high data transmissions at generally insignificant misfortunes. This "future-proofs" the subsequent system 

against requests for rising transmission capacities, which history shows will without a doubt be essential. Since fiber keeps 

going 30 years or more, work concentrated establishment of link and latent segments must be done once on the grounds that 

no hardware are introduced in the outside plant amongst office and home. Redesigns occur on the premises of the specialist 

organization and the client. Closer term advantages of fiber incorporate its little size and weight contrasted and metallic 

link, particularly coaxial link; its aggregate invulnerability to both internal and outward spillage of electromagnetic 

obstruction; and its imperviousness to erosion. Frameworks with dynamic segments at just the finishes of the system 

guarantee high unwavering quality.  

 

As critical and pragmatic as these points of interest seem to be, more reasonable advantages may help drive fiber to the 
home at this point. These incorporate comprehending the high expenses of drop-link support and electrical controlling. The 

upsides of totally supplanting metallic phone and digital TV links with fiber were perceived in the 1970s. Various trials in 

Japan, Europe, Canada, and the United States, in both the phone and the satellite media businesses, set up the specialized 

practicality, yet the expenses for either substitution or new development were restrictive. To push forward with fiber, the 

phone and link enterprises refocused on more affordable fiber-to-the-check and half breed fiber-urge arrangements, both of 

which acknowledge a significant number of fiber's focal points while sharing expenses among numerous clients.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Fiber optics to home 

 
 

Late advances in key FTTH advances have driven expenses down and evacuated specialized hindrances. These advances 

incorporate minimal effort lasers, answers for conveying video, and system topologies that offer expenses. Similarly 

essential, there are a developing number of transfer speed parched administrations that make the high-transmission capacity 

ability of FTTH additionally convincing. These incorporate fast Internet get to, working from home, home workplaces, and 

high consumer loyalty with advanced video; an all-fiber system can fulfill these necessities all the while. Maybe most vital, 

there is presently a much clearer comprehension of the cost reserve funds that come about because of conveying fiber to the 

home. The time seems ok for genuinely rethinking FTTH, in any event for administrators whose underlying spotlight is on 

giving media communications administrations.  
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The latest and maybe most noteworthy strides toward lessening FTTH costs are in the territories of lasers and laser 

bundling. New stressed layer, multi-quantum-well lasers have been created as of late that work dependably at high-control 

levels all through the required extensive variety of temperatures (- 40°C to +85°C). The absolute most late structures 

likewise incorporate a bar expander to rearrange coupling to the yield fiber and laser bundling.  
 

Electrical fueling has dependably been a noteworthy issue and has frequently been alluded to as the Achilles' foot sole area 

of FTTH. In the United States, telephone utility is about constantly accessible amid control blackouts, and the general 

population expects continuous ''life saver" benefit. Since fiber does not lead electrical present as copper wires do, life saver 

benefit has been an issue for all fiber-based systems. The test is to give cheap, high-unwavering quality power from the 

client's premises. (Remote advancements have a similar necessity.)  

 

A large portion of the current advance in FTTH has been accomplished in Japan and Europe. Producers have created gear 

for NTT in Japan and for trials in England, Belgium, Germany, and Denmark. A promising improvement is a current 

worldwide activity among ten system administrators, including two from the United States, to characterize finish details for 

"full-benefit" get to systems, including FTTH, all of which can without much of a stretch advance to FTTH. Their 

endeavors should bring about new FTTH items getting to be noticeably accessible in 1998. Cost is still refered to as the real 
obstruction to more extensive early sending, yet late examinations demonstrate that in provincial regions and for some top 

of the line rural satellite TV circumstances, FTTH can meet first-cost targets now. Innovatively lessening costs 

considerably further, nonetheless, is a noteworthy test for the optical R&D people group, in both industry and the scholarly 

community. 

 

 

FIBER OPTICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE APPLICATIONS 

 

 

PC to PC communication 

 
PC to PC fiber optic communication deals with data transfer from one computer to another. An MAX 232 is employed to 

convert RS 232 logic from the serial port of computer to TTL logic, which is then sent to an optical transmitter circuit to 

transmit optical data via fiber optic cable. In fact, transmitter converts electronic information into pulses of light, a pulse 

represents one, while no pulse represents zero. At the receiver end, an optical receiver circuit receives data using a photo 

transistor and another MAX 232 again employed to convert TTL logic to RS 232 to receive data on the serial port at the 

receiving end of computer. Fig.3 shows block diagram of PC to PC fiber optics communication for data transfer between 

two PC, which can also be extended for data transfer among a set of computers in a computer network. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3: PC to PC communication through Fibre optics cable 
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Computer networking  

 

PC organizing is characterized as a system of numerous PCs associated with each other for asset sharing, data exchange and 

correspondence purposes. By making a PC organize, gadgets like printers and scanners, different programming, records and 

information that are put away in the system can be shared, as and when vital. For instance, a report can be imprinted on a 

printer from any PC associated in that system, so every PC require not require its own printer. It is built up with joining of 
different PC equipment and programming. The regular equipment gadgets utilized in PC arrange are switches, center 

points, switches, organizing doors, arrange firewalls and system interface card. There are comprehensively two sorts of PC 

systems: Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN).  

 

Optical Computing  

 

An optical PC is a gadget that utilizations obvious light or infrared pillars to perform computerized calculations as opposed 

to electric current utilized as a part of customary PCs. In the optical PC, smaller scale estimated optical strands are settled at 

chip level for transmission of information as light. In the optical registering, data is sent from console, mouse or other 

outside sources to the processor. Processor sends these data through rationale doors and changes to be modified to various 

fiber optic links relying upon its last area and spare them in the holographic memory. After data is spared, the program 

sends a signal to the processor to get them at whatever point required. The program gets the data and sends a flag back to 
the processor when the errand is finished.  

 

Web Applications  

 

The web is a worldwide arrangement of interconnected PC organizes that utilization the standard TCP/IP convention to 

interface a few billion gadgets around the world. It is an internationally appropriated organizes that comprises of a great 

many private, open, scholarly, business and government exchanged systems, which works without a focal representing 

body. The Internet conveys a broad scope of data assets and an amazingly expansive number of administrations, for  

example, uses of the World Wide Web (WWW), the foundation to help email, web telephone, sound, video and record 

exchange administrations and systems for document sharing. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

Optical fiber has huge ability to transport signals having considerably bigger data, over any longer separations and at 

significantly higher speed than the copper wire connection can do. In computer science, a fiber is an especially lightweight 

string of execution. Like strings, filaments share address space. Nonetheless, filaments utilize co-agent multitasking while 

strings utilize pre-emptive multitasking. Strings regularly rely upon the portion's string scheduler to acquire a bustling 

string and resume another string; filaments yield themselves to run another fiber while executing. The web additionally 

enables PC clients to remotely get to different PCs in the system with or without PC security. 
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